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(54) TONER CASE AND IMAGE FORMING APPARATUS

(57) A toner case (15, 151, 171, 181) includes a case
main body (21), a rotator (22, 23), a transmitter (25) and
a moving mechanism (26, 153, 182). The case main body
(21) stores a toner. The rotator (22, 23) is stored in the
case main body (21) and rotates around a rotation axis
(X, Y) . The transmitter (25) is arranged outside the case
main body (21) and transmits rotation to the rotator (22,
23) . The moving mechanism (26, 153, 182) moves the
transmitter (25) between a first position and a second
position which is arranged at an outside of the first posi-
tion in a rotation axis direction of the rotator (22, 23). The
moving mechanism (26, 153, 182) includes a holder (64,
186) holding the transmitter (25). As the holder (64, 186)
moves with respect to the case main body (21), the trans-
mitter (25) moves between the first position and the sec-
ond position.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a toner case
and an image forming apparatus including the toner case.
[0002] An image forming apparatus, such as a printer,
a copying machine, a facsimile and a multifunctional pe-
ripheral, includes a toner case which replenishes a de-
veloping device with a toner (a developer). For instance,
the toner case includes a case main body storing the
toner, a rotator stored in the case main body and rotating
around a rotation axis and a transmitter arranged outside
the case main body and transmitting rotation to the rota-
tor. In such a toner case, by transmitting the rotation from
the transmitter to the rotator, the toner in the case main
body is agitated or conveyed by the rotator.

SUMMARY

[0003] In accordance with an aspect of the present dis-
closure, a toner case includes a case main body, a rota-
tor, a transmitter and a moving mechanism. The case
main body stores a toner. The rotator is stored in the case
main body and rotates around a rotation axis. The trans-
mitter is arranged outside the case main body and trans-
mits rotation to the rotator. The moving mechanism
moves the transmitter between a first position and a sec-
ond position which is arranged at an outside of the first
position in a rotation axis direction of the rotator. The
moving mechanism includes a holder holding the trans-
mitter. As the holder moves with respect to the case main
body, the transmitter moves between the first position
and the second position.
[0004] In accordance with an aspect of the present dis-
closure, an image forming apparatus includes the toner
case and an attachment part to which the toner case is
detachably attached.
[0005] In accordance with an aspect of the present dis-
closure, a toner case is detachably attached to an attach-
ment part of an image forming apparatus. The toner case
includes a case main body, a rotator, a transmitter and
a moving mechanism. The case main body stores a toner.
The rotator is stored in the case main body and rotates
around a rotation axis. The transmitter is arranged out-
side the case main body and transmits rotation to the
rotator. The moving mechanism moves the transmitter
between a first position and a second position which is
arranged at an outside of the first position in a rotation
axis direction of the rotator. The moving mechanism in-
cludes a holder holding the transmitter. The attachment
part includes a restriction part which comes into contact
with the holder to restrict rotation of the holder. As the
case main body rotates with respect to the holder in a
state where the restriction part comes into contact with
the holder, the transmitter moves from the first position
to the second position.
[0006] In accordance with an aspect of the present dis-

closure, an image forming apparatus includes a toner
case and an attachment part to which the toner case is
detachably attached. The toner case includes a case
main body, a rotator, a transmitter, and a moving mech-
anism. The case main body stores a toner. The rotator
is stored in the case main body and rotates around a
rotation axis. The transmitter is arranged outside the case
main body and transmits rotation to the rotator. The mov-
ing mechanism moves the transmitter between a first po-
sition and a second position which is arranged at an out-
side of the first position in a rotation axis direction of the
rotator. The moving mechanism includes a holder holding
the transmitter. The attachment part includes a restriction
part which comes into contact with the holder to restrict
rotation of the holder. As the case main body rotates with
respect to the holder in a state where the restriction part
comes into contact with the holder, the transmitter moves
from the first position to the second position.
[0007] The above and other objects, features, and ad-
vantages of the present disclosure will become more ap-
parent from the following description when taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings in which a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present disclosure is shown by
way of illustrative example.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008]

FIG. 1 is a schematic view showing a printer accord-
ing to a first embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 2 is a perspective view showing a right side
portion of a toner container and a right side portion
of an attachment part according to the first embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 3 is a sectional view schematically showing the
toner container according to the first embodiment of
the present disclosure.

FIG. 4 is a sectional view showing a state where a
case main body of the toner container is in a first
rotating position, in the printer according to the first
embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 5 is a sectional view showing a state where the
case main body of the toner container is in a second
rotating position, in the printer according to the first
embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 6 is a disassembled perspective view showing
a supporter, a transmitter, a moving mechanism and
a cover, in the toner container according to the first
embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 7 is a sectional view showing a state where the
transmitter is in a first position, in the toner container
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according to the first embodiment of the present dis-
closure.

FIG. 8 is a sectional view showing a state where the
transmitter is in a second position, in the toner con-
tainer according to the first embodiment of the
present disclosure.

FIG. 9 is a perspective view showing a state where
a holder is in a first holding position, in the toner
container according to the first embodiment of the
present disclosure.

FIG. 10 is a sectional view taken along a line X-X of
FIG. 9.

FIG. 11 is a perspective view showing a state where
the holder is in a second holding position, in the toner
container according to the first embodiment of the
present disclosure.

FIG. 12 is a sectional view taken along a line XII-XII
of FIG. 11.

FIG. 13 is a perspective view showing a state where
a top cover and a front cover are closed, in the printer
according to the first embodiment of the present dis-
closure.

FIG. 14 is a perspective view showing a state where
the top cover and the front cover are opened, in the
printer according to the first embodiment of the
present disclosure.

FIG. 15 is a perspective view showing the right side
portion of the attachment part according to the first
embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 16 is a sectional view showing a state where
the toner container is inserted to a predetermined
position of the attachment part, in the printer accord-
ing to the first embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 17 is a sectional view showing a state where
the toner container is attached to the attachment part
and the case main body is in the first rotating position,
in the printer according to the first embodiment of
the present disclosure.

FIG. 18 is a sectional view showing a state where
the toner container is attached to the attachment part
and the case main body is in the second rotating
position, in the printer according to the first embod-
iment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 19 is a sectional view showing a state where
the holder is in the first holding position, in the toner
container according to a second embodiment of the

present disclosure.

FIG. 20 is a sectional view showing a state where
the holder is in the second holding position, in the
toner container according to the second embodiment
of the present disclosure.

FIG. 21 is a sectional view showing a state where
the case main body of the toner container is in the
first rotating position, in the printer according to the
second embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 22 is a sectional view showing a state where
the case main body of the toner container is in the
second rotating position, in the printer according to
the second embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 23 is a perspective view showing a state where
a manipulation member is in a first manipulating po-
sition, in the toner container according to a third em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 24 is a perspective view showing a state where
the manipulation member is in a second manipulat-
ing position, in the toner container according to the
third embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 25 is a perspective view showing a state where
the holder is in the first holding position, in the toner
container according to a fourth embodiment of the
present disclosure.

FIG. 26 is a perspective view showing a state where
the holder is in the second holding position, in the
toner container according to the fourth embodiment
of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

<Afirstembodiment>

[0009] Hereinafter, a first embodiment of the present
disclosure will be described with reference to FIG. 1 to
FIG. 18.
[0010] Firstly, an entire structure of a printer 1 (an ex-
ample of an image forming apparatus) will be described.
In the following description, for convenience of explana-
tion, a left side on FIG. 1 is defined to be a front side of
the printer 1. Arrows Fr, Rr, L, R, U and Lo shown in each
figure respectively indicate a front side, a rear side, a left
side, a right side, an upper side and a lower side of the
printer 1.
[0011] With reference to FIG. 1, the printer 1 includes
a box-shaped printer main body 2 (an example of an ap-
paratus main body). In a lower portion of the printer main
body 2, a sheet feeding cassette 3 storing a sheet S (an
example of a recording medium) is stored. On an upper
face of the printer main body 2, an ejected sheet tray 4
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is provided. In an upper portion of the printer main body
2, an exposing device 5 is stored below the ejected sheet
tray 4.
[0012] Inside the printer main body 2, a conveying path
P for the sheet S is provided. At an upstream end of the
conveying path P, a sheet feeding part 6 is provided. At
a middle portion of the conveying path P, an image form-
ing part 7 is provided. The image forming part 7 includes
a photosensitive drum 8 and a developing device 10. At
a downstream portion of the conveying path P, a fixing
device 12 is provided.
[0013] In a front upper portion of the printer main body
2, a toner container 15 (an example of a toner case) is
stored. The toner container 15 is detachably attached to
an attachment part 16.
[0014] Next, an operation of the printer 1 having the
above described configuration will be described.
[0015] Firstly, laser light (refer to a two-dotted line in
FIG. 1) emitted from the exposing device 5 exposes the
photosensitive drum 8 to form an electrostatic latent im-
age on the photosensitive drum 8. Next, the electrostatic
latent image on the photosensitive drum 8 is developed
by the developing device 10 to a toner image. Thereby,
an image forming operation is finished.
[0016] On the other hand, the sheet S fed from the
sheet feeding cassette 3 by the sheet feeding part 6 is
conveyed to the image forming part 7 synchronously with
the above described image forming operation. At the im-
age forming part 7, the above toner image is transferred
on the sheet S from the photosensitive drum 8. The sheet
S on which the toner image is transferred is conveyed to
the downstream side along the conveying path P and
enters the fixing device 12. The fixing device 12 fixes the
toner image on the sheet S. The sheet S on which the
toner image is fixed is ejected on the ejected sheet tray
4 from a downstream end of the conveying path P.
[0017] Next, the toner container 15 will be described
in detail.
[0018] An arrow O shown in each figure after FIG. 2
indicates an outside in the left-and-right direction of the
toner container 15, and an arrow I shown in each figure
after FIG. 2 indicates an inside in the left-and-right direc-
tion of the toner container 15.
[0019] With reference to FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, the toner
container 15 includes a case main body 21, an agitator
22 (an example of a rotator) stored in a center portion of
the case main body 21, a conveyer 23 (an example of a
rotator) stored in a rear lower portion of the case main
body 21, a supporter 24 arranged at a right end side of
the case main body 21, a transmitter 25 and a moving
mechanism 26 which are arranged at a right side (the
outside in the left-and-right direction) of the supporter 24,
a cover 27 covering a right side (the outside in the left-
and-right direction) of the case main body 21, a shutter
28 arranged at a rear lower side of a right side portion of
the case main body 21 and a connector 29 arranged at
a rear lower side of the supporter 24.
[0020] With reference to FIG. 4 and FIG. 5, the case

main body 21 of the toner container 15 is rotatable be-
tween a first rotating position (refer to FIG. 4) and a sec-
ond rotating position (refer to FIG. 5), in a state where
the toner container 15 is attached to the attachment part
16 (described later in detail). In the following description
regarding the case main body 21, words showing direc-
tions, such as upper, lower, left, right, front and rear, are
used on the basis of a state where the case main body
21 is in the second rotating position. An arrow RD1 suit-
ably shown in each figure indicates a rotating direction
of the case main body 21 from the first rotating position
to the second rotating position (hereinafter, called as "a
rotating direction RD1").
[0021] With reference to FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, the case
main body 21 has a shape elongated in the left-and-right
direction. The case main body 21 stores a toner (a de-
veloper). The case main body 21 includes a storage 31
and a lid 32 provided at an upper side of the storage 31.
[0022] The storage 31 of the case main body 21 is
formed in a box-like shape whose upper side is opened.
In a right rear portion of a bottom wall 31Lo of the storage
31, a discharge port 33 through which the toner is dis-
charged is provided. On a center portion of a left side
wall 31L of the storage 31, an engaging part 34 protruding
to the left side (the outside in the left-and-right direction)
is provided. In a center portion of a right side wall 31R of
the storage 31, a supporting hole 35 is provided. Around
an upper end of an outer circumference of the storage
31, a lower side flange portion 36 is provided.
[0023] The lid 32 of the case main body 21 is formed
in a box-like shape whose lower side is opened. Around
a lower end of an outer circumference of the lid 32, an
upper side flange portion 37 is provided. The upper side
flange portion 37 is fixed to the lower side flange portion
36 of the storage 31. Thereby, the lid 32 is integrated
with the storage 31. An inner space of the lid 32 is com-
municated with an inner space of the storage 31.
[0024] With reference to FIG. 3, the agitator 22 of the
toner container 15 is stored in the storage 31 of the case
main body 21. The agitator 22 is rotatable around a first
rotation axis X extending along the left-and-right direc-
tion. That is, the left-and-right direction is a rotation axis
direction of the agitator 22 in the present embodiment.
The agitator 22 includes an agitating shaft 40 extending
along the left-and-right direction and an agitating blade
41 mounted to the agitating shaft 40. The agitating blade
41 is made of resin film, for example, and formed in a
sheet-like shape.
[0025] The conveyer 23 of the toner container 15 is
stored in the storage 31 of the case main body 21. The
conveyer 23 is rotatable around a second rotation axis
Y extending along the left-and-right direction. That is, the
left-and-right direction is a rotation axis direction of the
conveyer 23 in the present embodiment. The conveyer
23 includes a conveying shaft 43 extending along the
left-and-right direction and a spiral conveying fin 44 pro-
truding on an outer circumference of the conveying shaft
43.
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[0026] With reference to FIG. 6, the supporter 24 of
the toner container 15 includes an annular exposed piece
47, a coupling piece 48 protruding from a center portion
of the exposed piece 47 to the left side (the inside in the
left-and-right direction), a boss piece 49 protruding from
the center portion of the exposed piece 47 to the right
side (the outside in the left-and-right direction) and a pair
of inserted pieces 50 protruding from the exposed piece
47 at an outer circumference of the boss piece 49 to the
right side (the outside in the left-and-right direction).
[0027] With reference to FIG. 3, the exposed piece 47
of the supporter 24 is arranged at the right side (the out-
side in the left-and-right direction) of the storage 31 of
the case main body 21, and exposed to an outside of the
case main body 21. Around an outer circumferential face
of the exposed piece 47, a driving gear 52 is provided.
[0028] The coupling piece 48 of the supporter 24 pen-
etrates through the supporting hole 35 provided in the
right side wall 31R of the storage 31 of the case main
body 21. Thereby, the supporter 24 is rotatably supported
by the case main body 21. A tip end portion of the coupling
piece 48 is inserted into an inside of the storage 31, and
fixed to a right end portion of the agitating shaft 40 of the
agitator 22. Thereby, the supporter 24 is connected to
the agitator 22, and rotatable together with the agitator
22 around the first rotation axis X.
[0029] With reference to FIG. 6, at a right end portion
(an end portion at the outside in the left-and-right direc-
tion) of each inserted piece 50 of the supporter 24, a hook
54 is provided. The hook 54 is protruded to an outside in
a radial direction (a direction separated from the first ro-
tation axis X).
[0030] With reference to FIG. 7 and FIG. 8, the trans-
mitter 25 of the toner container 15 is arranged at the right
side (the outside in the left-and-right direction) of the stor-
age 31 of the case main body 21 and outside the case
main body 21. The transmitter 25 moves linearly along
the left-and-right direction between a first position (refer
to FIG. 7) and a second position (refer to FIG. 8) which
is arranged at the right side (the outside in the left-and-
right direction) of the first position.
[0031] With reference to FIG. 6, the transmitter 25 in-
cludes a transmitting piece 56, a cylindrical piece 57 pro-
truding from a center portion of the transmitting piece 56
to the left side (the inside in the left-and-right direction),
a pair of protruding pieces 58 protruding from the trans-
mitting piece 56 at an outer circumference of the cylin-
drical piece 57 to the left side (the inside in the left-and-
right direction) and an approximate annular fixing piece
59 fixed to outer circumferential faces of left side portions
of the pair of protruding pieces 58. On a right face (a face
at the outside in the left-and-right direction) of the trans-
mitting piece 56, a transmitting coupling 61 is provided.
Into the cylindrical piece 57, the boss piece 49 of the
supporter 24 is inserted. A pair of inserting grooves 62
is formed between the pair of protruding pieces 58. Into
each inserting groove 62, each inserted piece 50 of the
supporter 24 is inserted. According to the configuration

described above, the transmitter 25 is supported by the
supporter 24 in a state where the transmitter 25 is mov-
able along the left-and-right direction and is not rotatable
with respect to the supporter 24. The fixing piece 59 en-
gagingly locks the hook 54 of each inserted piece 50.
Thereby, each inserted piece 50 is inhibited from being
removed from each inserting groove 62.
[0032] With reference to FIG. 6, the moving mecha-
nism 26 of the toner container 15 includes a holder 64
and a coil spring 65 (an example of a biasing member).
[0033] With reference to FIG. 9 to FIG. 12, the holder
64 of the moving mechanism 26 is rotatable between a
first holding position (refer to FIG. 9 and FIG. 10) where
the holder 64 holds the transmitter 25 in the first position
and a second holding position (refer to FIG. 11 and FIG.
12) where the holder 64 holds the transmitter 25 in the
second position, in a state where the toner container 15
is detached from the attachment part 16. An arrow RD2
suitably shown in each figure indicates a rotating direc-
tion of the holder 64 from the first holding position to the
second holding position (hereinafter, called as "a rotating
direction RD2"). The holder 64 moves along the left-and-
right direction between the above first holding position
and the above second holding position, in the state where
the toner container 15 is attached to the attachment part
16.
[0034] With reference to FIG. 6, the holder 64 includes
a base part 67, an arm part 68 extending linearly from
an outer circumferential face of the base part 67 to an
outside in a radial direction (a direction separated from
the first rotation axis X) and a boss part 69 extending
linearly from an outer end portion of the arm part 68 in
the radial direction to the right side (the outside in the
left-and-right direction).
[0035] The base part 67 of the holder 64 is formed in
a cylindrical shape with the first rotation axis X as an axis
center. Into an inner circumference of the base part 67,
the pair of protruding pieces 58 of the transmitter 25 is
rotatably inserted. Thereby, the base part 67 rotatably
holds the transmitter 25. A left edge portion (an edge
portion at the inside in the left-and-right direction) of the
base part 67 comes into contact with the fixing piece 59
of the transmitter 25.
[0036] On the outer circumferential face of the base
part 67 of the holder 64, a pair of guided parts 71 (only
one of them, the one at a near side on the figure, is shown
in FIG. 6) is protruded. Each guided part 71 includes an
inclined piece 72 and a non-inclined piece 73 provided
at a downstream side of the inclined piece 72 in the ro-
tating direction RD2, and is formed in an approximate V-
shape. The inclined piece 72 is inclined to the right side
(the outside in the left-and-right direction) from an up-
stream side to the downstream side in the rotating direc-
tion RD2. The non-inclined piece 73 is provided along
the rotating direction RD2.
[0037] With reference to FIG. 7 and FIG. 8, the coil
spring 65 of the moving mechanism 26 is interposed be-
tween the supporter 24 and the transmitter 25. The coil
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spring 65 is attached to an outer circumference of the
cylindrical piece 57 of the transmitter 25. The coil spring
65 presses the transmitter 25 to the right side (the outside
in the left-and-right direction) to bias the transmitter 25
to the second position (refer to FIG. 8) and to bias the
holder 64 to the second holding position (refer to FIG. 11
and FIG. 12).
[0038] With reference to FIG. 7 and FIG. 8, the cover
27 of the toner container 15 includes a plate-shaped main
wall 75, a guide wall 76 and an engaging wall 77 which
are arranged at a center side of the main wall 75 and a
circumferential wall 78 arranged at an outer circumfer-
ence side of the main wall 75.
[0039] The main wall 75 of the cover 27 is provided
along a plane crossing the first rotation axis X. In a center
portion of the main wall 75, a circular through hole 79 is
provided. With reference to FIG. 2, in lower portions of
the main wall 75 and the circumferential wall 78, a notch
80 is provided. Through the notch 80, the boss part 69
of the holder 64 is penetrated. Thereby, a tip end portion
of the boss part 69 is exposed to the right side (the outside
in the left-and-right direction) of the cover 27.
[0040] With reference to FIG. 10 and FIG. 12, the guide
wall 76 of the cover 27 is formed in a cylindrical shape.
The guide wall 76 is protruded from the main wall 75 at
an outer circumference of the through hole 79 to the left
side (the inside in the left-and-right direction). Into the
guide wall 76, the base part 67 of the holder 64 is inserted.
Thereby, the cover 27 rotatably supports the holder 64.
[0041] On a left edge portion (an edge portion at the
inside in the left-and-right direction) of the guide wall 76
of the cover 27, a pair of guide parts 82 (only one of them,
the one at the near side on the figure, is shown in FIG.
10 and FIG. 12) is provided. Each guide part 82 includes
an upstream side inclined part 83, a downstream side
inclined part 84 provided at the downstream side of the
upstream side inclined part 83 in the rotating direction
RD2 and a non-inclined part 85 provided at the down-
stream side of the downstream side inclined part 84 in
the rotating direction RD2. The upstream side inclined
part 83 and the downstream side inclined part 84 are
inclined to the right side (the outside in the left-and-right
direction) from the upstream side to the downstream side
in the rotating direction RD2. An inclined degree of the
upstream side inclined part 83 to the rotating direction
RD2 is smaller than an inclined degree of the inclined
piece 72 of each guided part 71 provided in the base part
67 of the holder 64 to the rotating direction RD2. An in-
clined degree of the downstream side inclined part 84 to
the rotating direction RD2 is the same as the inclined
degree of the inclined piece 72 to the rotating direction
RD2. The non-inclined part 85 is provided along the ro-
tating direction RD2.
[0042] With reference to FIG. 9 and FIG. 11, the en-
gaging wall 77 of the cover 27 is protruded from the main
wall 75 at the outer circumference of the through hole 79
to the right side (the outside in the left-and-right direction).
The engaging wall 77 includes a square cylindrical

shaped outer cylindrical part 88 and a cylindrical shaped
inner cylindrical part 89 provided on an inner circumfer-
ence of the outer cylindrical part 88.
[0043] With reference to FIG. 4 and FIG. 5, the shutter
28 of the toner container 15 is curved in an arc-shape
along an outer face of the storage 31 of the case main
body 21. The shutter 28 is capable of opening and closing
the discharge port 33 of the storage 31.
[0044] With reference to FIG. 3, the connector 29 of
the toner container 15 includes a connecting shaft 91 and
a connecting gear 92 provided around an outer circum-
ference of the connecting shaft 91. The connecting shaft
91 is penetrated through the right side wall 31R of the
storage 31 of the case main body 21, and fixed to a right
end portion of the conveying shaft 43 of the conveyer 23.
The connecting gear 92 is arranged at the right side (the
outside in the left-and-right direction) of the storage 31
of the case main body 21, and exposed to the outside of
the case main body 21. The connecting gear 92 is con-
nected to the driving gear 52 of the exposed piece 47 of
the supporter 24 via an idle gear 93. According to the
configuration described above, the supporter 24 is con-
nected to the conveyer 23 via the idle gear 93 and the
connector 29.
[0045] Next, the attachment part 16 will be described
in detail.
[0046] With reference to FIG. 13 and FIG. 14, an upper
side of the attachment part 16 is covered with an open-
able and closable top cover 100, and a front side of the
attachment part 16 is covered with an openable and clos-
able front cover 101. By opening the top cover 100 and
the front cover 101, it becomes possible to attach and
detach the toner container 15 to and from the attachment
part 16. With reference to FIG. 14, to the attachment part
16, the toner container 15 is detachably attached along
an attachment direction Z from the upper side to the lower
side.
[0047] With reference to FIG. 15, the attachment part
16 includes a pair of left and right frames 103 (only the
right frame 103 is shown in FIG. 15) and a driving coupling
104 arranged in an approximate center portion of the
right frame 103.
[0048] In an inner face of each frame 103 of the attach-
ment part 16, an attachment groove 110 is provided. The
attachment groove 110 has a first groove part 111, a
second groove part 112 provided at a downstream side
of the first groove part 111 in the attachment direction Z
and a third groove part 113 provided at the downstream
side of the second groove part 112 in the attachment
direction Z. The first groove part 111 narrows toward the
downstream side in the attachment direction Z. The sec-
ond groove part 112 has a width narrower than the first
groove part 111 and the third groove part 113.
[0049] In the inner face of the right frame 103, a com-
munication hole 114 is provided at a position correspond-
ing to the third groove part 113. In the inner face of the
right frame 103, an insertion groove 115 is provided. On
a face at the downstream side of the insertion groove
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115 in the attachment direction Z, a restriction part 116
is provided.
[0050] With reference to FIG. 7 and FIG. 8, the driving
coupling 104 of the attachment part 16 is exposed
through the communication hole 114 of the right frame
103. The driving coupling 104 is rotatably supported by
a holding member 118. The driving coupling 104 is con-
nected to a driving source 119 constituted by a motor
and the others.
[0051] Next, an operation to discharge the toner from
the toner container 15 will be described.
[0052] With reference to FIG. 3, when the toner is dis-
charged from the toner container 15, in a state where the
transmitting coupling 61 of the transmitter 25 is coupled
to the driving coupling 104 and the discharge port 33 of
the storage 31 is opened, the driving source 119 is driven.
When the driving source 119 is driven, the driving cou-
pling 104 is rotated by rotation driving force from the driv-
ing source 119. When the driving coupling 104 is thus
rotated, rotation of the driving coupling 104 is transmitted
to the agitator 22 by the transmitter 25 and the supporter
24, and the agitator 22 is rotated. As a result, the toner
stored in the storage 31 is agitated by the agitator 22.
[0053] When the driving coupling 104 is rotated as de-
scribed above, the rotation is transmitted to the conveyer
23 by the transmitter 25, the supporter 24, the idle gear
93 and the connector 29, and the conveyer 23 is rotated.
As a result, as shown in an arrow A in FIG. 3, the toner
stored in the storage 31 is conveyed toward the discharge
port 33 of the storage 31 by the conveyer 23. The toner
thus conveyed toward the discharge port 33 of the stor-
age 31 is discharged through the discharge port 33 of
the storage 31 to the outside of the toner container 15.
The toner discharged to the outside of the toner container
15 is replenished to the developing device 10 (refer to
FIG. 1).
[0054] Next, a work to check operation of the transmit-
ter 25 by a worker, such as a user and a serviceman, will
be described.
[0055] In the state where the toner container 15 is de-
tached from the attachment part 16, the holder 64 is in
the second holding position (refer to FIG. 11 and FIG.
12), and the inclined piece 72 and the non-inclined piece
73 of the guided part 71 of the holder 64 respectively
come into contact with the downstream side inclined part
84 and the non-inclined part 85 of the guide part 82 of
the cover 27. The transmitter 25 is held in the second
position (refer to FIG. 8) by the holder 64, and the trans-
mitting coupling 61 of the transmitter 25 protrudes to the
right side (the outside in the left-and-right direction) fur-
ther than the engaging wall 77 of the cover 27.
[0056] From this state, the worker presses the boss
part 69 of the holder 64 to the upper side. Consequently,
the holder 64 rotates with respect to the case main body
21 from the second holding position (refer to FIG. 11 and
FIG. 12) to the first holding position (refer to FIG. 9 and
FIG. 10) against biasing force of the coil spring 65. Con-
sequently, the inclined piece 72 of the guided part 71 of

the holder 64 moves along the downstream side inclined
part 84 of the guide part 82 of the cover 27, and a bound-
ary portion between the inclined piece 72 and the non-
inclined piece 73 of the guided part 71 comes into contact
with the upstream side inclined part 83 of the guide part
82. Consequently, the holder 64 moves to the left side
(the inside in the left-and-right direction), and the trans-
mitter 25 held by the holder 64 moves from the second
position (refer to FIG. 8) to the first position (refer to FIG.
7). As a result, the transmitting coupling 61 of the trans-
mitter 25 is retracted to an inside of the engaging wall 77
of the cover 27. In this state, an entire portion of the trans-
mitter 25 is retracted to the inside of the cover 27.
[0057] Next, the worker releases the pressing of the
boss part 69 of the holder 64. Consequently, the holder
64 rotates with respect to the case main body 21 from
the first holding position (refer to FIG. 9 and FIG. 10) to
the second holding position (refer to FIG. 11 and FIG.
12) by the biasing force of the coil spring 65. Consequent-
ly, the inclined piece 72 of the guided part 71 of the holder
64 moves along the downstream side inclined part 84 of
the guide part 82 of the cover 27, and the inclined piece
72 and the non-inclined piece 73 of the guided part 71
respectively come into contact with the downstream side
inclined part 84 and the non-inclined part 85 of the guide
part 82. Consequently, the holder 64 moves to the right
side (the outside in the left-and-right direction), and the
transmitter 25 held by the holder 64 moves from the first
position (refer to FIG. 7) to the second position (refer to
FIG. 8). As a result, the transmitting coupling 61 of the
transmitter 25 protrudes to the right side (the outside in
the left-and-right direction) further than the engaging wall
77 of the cover 27.
[0058] As described above, in the present embodi-
ment, as the holder 64 rotates with respect to the case
main body 21, the transmitter 25 moves between the first
position and the second position. By applying such a con-
figuration, it becomes possible to move the transmitter
25 in the left-and-right direction by a simple operation.
Accordingly, the worker is allowed to easily check wheth-
er the transmitter 25 is normally operated.
[0059] Next, an operation to set the toner container 15
to the attachment part 16 by a worker, such as a user
and a serviceman, will be described.
[0060] In the state where the toner container 15 is de-
tached from the attachment part 16, the holder 64 is in
the second holding position (refer to FIG. 11 and FIG.
12), and the inclined piece 72 and the non-inclined piece
73 of the guided part 71 of the holder 64 respectively
come into contact with the downstream side inclined part
84 and the non-inclined part 85 of the guide part 82 of
the cover 27. The transmitter 25 is held in the second
position (refer to FIG. 8) by the holder 64, and the trans-
mitting coupling 61 of the transmitter 25 protrudes to the
right side (the outside in the left-and-right direction) fur-
ther than the engaging wall 77 of the cover 27. The shutter
28 closes the discharge port 33 of the storage 31.
[0061] When the worker sets the toner container 15 to
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the attachment part 16, as shown in FIG. 2, the worker
inserts the toner container 15 to the attachment part 16
along the attachment direction Z. As shown in FIG. 16,
when the toner container 15 is inserted to a predeter-
mined position in the attachment part 16, the restriction
part 116 provided in the insertion groove 115 comes into
contact with the boss part 69 of the holder 64. This re-
stricts rotation of the holder 64.
[0062] From this state, when the worker further inserts
the toner container 15 to the attachment part 16 along
the attachment direction Z, as shown in FIG. 17, the toner
container 15 is attached to the attachment part 16. Con-
sequently, the restriction part 116 provided in the inser-
tion groove 115 of the attachment part 16 presses the
boss part 69 of the holder 64, and the holder 64 moves
from the second holding position (refer to FIG. 11 and
FIG. 12) to the first holding position (refer to FIG. 9 and
FIG. 10) against the biasing force of the coil spring 65.
Consequently, the inclined piece 72 of the guided part
71 of the holder 64 moves along the downstream side
inclined part 84 of the guide part 82 of the cover 27, and
the boundary portion between the inclined piece 72 and
the non-inclined piece 73 of the guided part 71 comes
into contact with the upstream side inclined part 83 of the
guide part 82. Consequently, the holder 64 moves to the
left side (the inside in the left-and-right direction), and the
transmitter 25 held by the holder 64 moves from the sec-
ond position (refer to FIG. 8) to the first position (refer to
FIG. 7). As a result, the transmitting coupling 61 of the
transmitter 25 is retracted to the inside of the engaging
wall 77 of the cover 27 and faces the driving coupling 104.
[0063] Additionally, as the toner container 15 is at-
tached to the attachment part 16 as described above, as
shown in FIG. 17, the engaging wall 77 of the cover 27
passes through the first groove part 111 and the second
groove part 112, and is engaged with the third groove
part 113 of the attachment groove 110 of the right frame
103. Meanwhile, the engaging part 34 of the case main
body 21 passes through the first groove part 111 and the
second groove part 112, and is engaged with the third
groove part 113 of the attachment groove 110 of the left
frame 103 (not shown in figures).
[0064] Next, in the state where the restriction part 116
comes into contact with the boss part 69 of the holder 64
and the rotation of the holder 64 is restricted, the worker
rotates the case main body 21 with respect to the holder
64 from the first rotating position (refer to FIG. 4) to the
second rotating position (refer to FIG. 5) along the rotat-
ing direction RD1. As a result, the shutter 28 opens the
discharge port 33 of the storage 31.
[0065] Additionally, as the case main body 21 is rotated
from the first rotating position to the second rotating po-
sition as described above, the cover 27 rotates integrally
with the case main body 21. Consequently, as shown in
FIG. 18, the pressing of the holder 64 to the first holding
position (refer to FIG. 9 and FIG. 10) by the restriction
part 116 is released, and the holder 64 moves from the
first holding position (refer to FIG. 9 and FIG. 10) to the

second holding position (refer to FIG. 11 and FIG. 12) by
the biasing force of the coil spring 65. Consequently, the
inclined piece 72 of the guided part 71 of the holder 64
moves along the downstream side inclined part 84 of the
guide part 82 of the cover 27, and the inclined piece 72
and the non-inclined piece 73 of the guided part 71 re-
spectively come into contact with the downstream side
inclined part 84 and the non-inclined part 85 of the guide
part 82. Consequently, the holder 64 moves to the right
side (the outside in the left-and-right direction), and the
transmitter 25 held by the holder 64 moves from the first
position (refer to FIG. 7) to the second position (refer to
FIG. 8). As a result, the transmitting coupling 61 of the
transmitter 25 protrudes to the right side (the outside in
the left-and-right direction) further than the engaging wall
77 of the cover 27, and is coupled to the driving coupling
104.
[0066] Additionally, as the case main body 21 is rotated
from the first rotating position to the second rotating po-
sition as described above, as shown in FIG. 17 and FIG.
18, the engaging wall 77 of the cover 27 rotates in the
third groove part 113 of the attachment groove 110 of
the right frame 103. Meanwhile, the engaging part 34 of
the case main body 21 rotates in the third groove part
113 of the attachment groove 110 of the left frame 103
(not shown in figures). Thereby, the engaging wall 77
and the engaging part 34 are restricted from being re-
moved from the attachment grooves 110 of the frames
103, and the toner container 15 is restricted from being
detached from the attachment part 16. By the above op-
eration, the setting of the toner container 15 to the at-
tachment part 16 is completed.
[0067] When the toner container 15 is detached from
the attachment part 16, the worker rotates the case main
body 21 from the second rotating position (refer to FIG.
5) to the first rotating position (refer to FIG. 4) and then
pulls out the toner container 15 from the attachment part
16 along a direction opposite to the attachment direction
Z.
[0068] In the present embodiment, as described
above, the toner container 15 includes the moving mech-
anism 26 which moves the transmitter 25 between the
first position and the second position which is arranged
at the right side (the outside in the left-and-right direction)
of the first position. By the moving mechanism 26, as the
case main body 21 is rotated from the first rotating posi-
tion to the second rotating position, the transmitter 25 is
moved from the first position to the second position. By
applying such a configuration, it becomes possible to
move the transmitter 25 to the right side by a simple op-
eration and to reduce a worker’s load for the attachment
and detachment work of the toner container 15.
[0069] The moving mechanism 26 includes the holder
64 which rotates between the first holding position where
the holder 64 holds the transmitter 25 in the first position
and the second holding position where the holder 64
holds the transmitter 25 in the second position. By ap-
plying such a configuration, it becomes possible to make
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the moving mechanism 26 to be a simple structure.
[0070] The base part 67 of the holder 64 is inserted in
the guide wall 76 of the cover 27. By applying such a
configuration, it becomes possible to rotatably support
the holder 64 by the cover 27 by using a simple structure.
[0071] The upstream side inclined part 83 and the
downstream side inclined part 84 of the guide part 82 of
the cover 27 are inclined to the right side (the outside in
the left-and-right direction) from the upstream side to the
downstream side in the rotating direction RD2, and the
holder 64 includes the guided part 71 coming into contact
with the upstream side inclined part 83 and the down-
stream side inclined part 84. By applying such a config-
uration, it becomes possible to move the holder 64 in the
left-and-right direction surely as the cover 27 is rotated.
[0072] The transmitter 25 is supported by the supporter
24 in the state where the transmitter 25 is movable along
the left-and-right direction and is not rotatable with re-
spect to the supporter 24, and the coil spring 65 is inter-
posed between the supporter 24 and the transmitter 25.
By applying such a configuration, it becomes possible to
integrate the supporter 24, the transmitter 25 and the coil
spring 65 and to arrange them in a narrow space.
[0073] The printer 1 includes the toner container 15
and the attachment part 16 to which the toner container
15 is detachably attached. By applying such a configu-
ration, it becomes possible to replace the toner container
15 easily.
[0074] By the way, in some cases, with an opening and
closing operation of the top cover 100 provided in the
printer main body 2 or the attachment operation of the
toner container 15 to the attachment part 16, the driving
coupling 104 is moved to be coupled to the transmitting
coupling 61. However, to achieve such a configuration,
the attachment part 16 requires a driving mechanism to
move the driving coupling 104, and therefore, the attach-
ment part 16 may be complicated in its structure.
[0075] However, in the present embodiment, as the
case main body 21 is rotated from the first rotating posi-
tion to the second rotating position in the state where the
toner container 15 is attached to the attachment part 16,
the moving mechanism 26 moves the transmitter 25 from
the first position to the second position, and the transmit-
ting coupling 61 is coupled to the driving coupling 104.
By applying such a configuration, the attachment part 16
does not require the driving mechanism to move the driv-
ing coupling 104 so that it becomes possible to suppress
the complication of the structure of the attachment part
16 and to achieve space saving of the printer main body 2.
[0076] Additionally, as the toner container 15 is at-
tached to the attachment part 16, the restriction part 116
provided in the attachment part 16 presses the holder
64, and the holder 64 moves from the second holding
position to the first holding position against the biasing
force of the coil spring 65. In the state where the toner
container 15 is attached to the attachment part 16, as
the case main body 21 is rotated from the first rotating
position to the second rotating position, the pressing of

the holder 64 to the first holding position by the restriction
part 116 is released, and the holder 64 moves from the
first holding position to the second holding position by
the biasing force of the coil spring 65. By applying such
a configuration, it becomes possible to move the holder
64 between the first holding position and the second hold-
ing position by using a simple structure.
[0077] In the present embodiment, entire parts of the
agitator 22 and the conveyer 23 are stored in the case
main body 21. On the other hand, in another embodiment,
parts of the agitator 22 and/or the conveyer 23 may be
stored in the case main body 21.
[0078] In the present embodiment, an entire part of the
transmitter 25 is arranged outside the case main body
21. On the other hand, in another embodiment, a part of
the transmitter 25 may be arranged outside the case main
body 21.
[0079] In the present embodiment, the configuration of
the present disclosure is applied to the printer 1. On the
other hand, in another embodiment, the configuration of
the present disclosure may be applied to an image form-
ing apparatus, such as a copying machine, a facsimile
and a multifunctional peripheral, other than the printer 1.

<A second embodiment>

[0080] Hereinafter, a second embodiment of the
present disclosure will be described with reference to
FIG. 19 to FIG. 22.
[0081] Firstly, the toner container 151 according to the
second embodiment will be described. The same config-
urations as the toner container 15 according to the first
embodiment are not explained.
[0082] With reference to FIG. 19 and FIG. 20, the mov-
ing mechanism 153 of the toner container 151 includes
a locking mechanism 154, in addition to the holder 64
and the coil spring 65. The locking mechanism 154 in-
cludes a pair of first projections 155 (only one of them,
the one at the near side on the figure, is shown in FIG.
19 and FIG. 20) and a pair of second projections 156
(only one of them, the one at the near side on the figure,
is shown in FIG. 19 and FIG. 20). Each first projection
155 is protruded from each guided part 71 of the holder
64 to the right side (the outside in the left-and-right direc-
tion). Each second projection 156 is protruded from each
guide part 82 of the cover 27 to the left side (the inside
in the left-and-right direction).
[0083] Next, the attachment part 152 according to the
second embodiment will be described. The same config-
urations as the attachment part 16 according to the first
embodiment are not explained.
[0084] With reference to FIG. 21 and FIG. 22, in the
inner face of the right frame 103 of the attachment part
152, the insertion groove 115 is provided. On the face at
the downstream side in the attachment direction Z of the
insertion groove 115, the restriction part 161 is provided.
In the insertion groove 115, a pressing rib 162 extending
along the attachment direction Z is provided adjacent to
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the restriction part 161. The pressing rib 162 includes a
pressing face 163 at a rear upper side (the downstream
side in the rotating direction RD1) of the restriction part
161.
[0085] Next, an operation to set the toner container
151 to the attachment part 152 by a worker, such as a
user and a serviceman, will be described. The same op-
erations as the first embodiment are not explained.
[0086] In the state where the toner container 151 is
detached from the attachment part 152, each first pro-
jection 155 and each second projection 156 of the locking
mechanism 154 are engaged with each other, and the
holder 64 is held in the first holding position (refer to FIG.
19) against the biasing force of the coil spring 65. That
is, the holder 64 is held in the first holding position by the
locking mechanism 154. Thereby, the transmitting cou-
pling 61 of the transmitter 25 is retracted to the inside of
the engaging wall 77 of the cover 27.
[0087] When the worker sets the toner container 151
to the attachment part 152, the worker attaches the toner
container 151 to the attachment part 152 along the at-
tachment direction Z. Consequently, as shown in FIG.
21, the boss part 69 of the holder 64 comes into contact
with the restriction part 161 and the pressing face 163 of
the insertion groove 115 of the attachment part 152.
[0088] Next, the worker rotates the case main body 21
from the first rotating position to the second rotating po-
sition. Consequently, as shown in FIG. 22, the pressing
face 163 of the insertion groove 115 presses the boss
part 69. The pressing releases the engagement of each
first projection 155 and each second projection 156 of
the locking mechanism 154. That is, the holding of the
holder 64 in the first holding position by the locking mech-
anism 154 is released. Consequently, the holder 64 ro-
tates from the first holding position (refer to FIG. 19) to
the second holding position (refer to FIG. 20) by the bi-
asing force of the coil spring 65. Consequently, the holder
64 moves to the right side (the outside in the left-and-
right direction), and the transmitter 25 held by the holder
64 moves from the first position to the second position.
As a result, the transmitting coupling 61 of the transmitter
25 protrudes to the right side (the outside in the left-and-
right direction) further than the engaging wall 77 of the
cover 27 and is coupled to the driving coupling 104.
[0089] In the present embodiment, as described
above, the toner container 151 includes the coil spring
65 biasing the holder 64 to the second holding position
and the locking mechanism 154 holding the holder 64 to
the first holding position against the biasing force of the
coil spring 65. Therefore, in the state where the toner
container 151 is detached from the attachment part 152,
it becomes possible to hold the transmitter 25 in the first
position by the holder 64 and to retract the transmitting
coupling 61 of the transmitter 25 to the inside of the en-
gaging wall 77 of the cover 27. Accordingly, it becomes
possible to suppress the transmitting coupling 61 from
being damaged by impact applied from the outside at
transporting of the toner container 151.

[0090] Additionally, the locking mechanism 154 in-
cludes the first projection 155 provided in the holder 64
and the second projection 156 which is provided in the
cover 27 and engaged with the first projection 155. By
applying such a configuration, it becomes possible to
constitute the locking mechanism 154 without adding
dedicated members.
[0091] Additionally, in the state where the toner con-
tainer 151 is attached to the attachment part 152, as the
case main body 21 is rotated from the first rotating posi-
tion to the second rotating position, the pressing face 163
provided in the attachment part 152 presses the holder
64, the holding of the holder 64 in the first holding position
by the locking mechanism 154 is released, and the holder
64 moves from the first holding position to the second
holding position by the biasing force of the coil spring 65.
By applying such a configuration, it becomes possible to
move the holder 64 from the first holding position to the
second holding position surely.

<A third embodiment>

[0092] Hereinafter, a third embodiment of the present
disclosure will be described with reference to FIG. 23 and
FIG. 24.
[0093] The toner container 171 (an example of a toner
case) according to the third embodiment includes a ma-
nipulation member 172, in addition to each component
of the toner container 15 according to the first embodi-
ment. In the toner container 171, the components other
than the manipulation member 172 have the approximate
same configurations as the toner container 15 according
to the first embodiment, except that the boss part 69 of
the holder 64 extends from an end portion at the outside
in the radial direction of the arm part 68 to the left side
(the inside in the left-and-right direction) and the shutter
28 is formed in a cylindrical shape, and their detail ex-
planations are omitted.
[0094] The manipulation member 172 of the toner con-
tainer 171 is arranged at the right side (the outside in the
left-and-right direction) of the storage 31 of the case main
body 21. That is, the manipulation member 172 is ar-
ranged outside the case main body 21. The manipulation
member 172 is rotatable around the first rotation axis X
between a first manipulating position (refer to FIG. 23)
and a second manipulating position (refer to FIG. 24).
The manipulation member 172 is connected to the shut-
ter 28 via a gear mechanism (not shown).
[0095] The manipulation member 172 includes a main
body part 173, a manipulated part 174 extending linearly
from an outer circumferential face of the main body part
173 to an outside in a radial direction (a direction sepa-
rated from the first rotation axis X) and a pressing part
175 extending linearly from the outer circumferential face
of the main body part 173 to the outside in the radial
direction (the direction separated from the first rotation
axis X). The pressing part 175 is formed in a laterally laid
U-shape. Into an inner circumference of the pressing part
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175, the boss part 69 of the holder 64 is engaged.
[0096] In the toner container 171 having the above de-
scribed configuration, in a state where the manipulation
member 172 is arranged at the first manipulating position
(refer to FIG. 23), the pressing part 175 of the manipu-
lation member 172 presses the boss part 69 of the holder
64, and the holder 64 is held in the first holding position.
Consequently, the transmitter 25 is held in the first posi-
tion by the holder 64, and the transmitting coupling 61 of
the transmitter 25 is retracted to an inside of the through
hole 79 of the cover 27 (only a part of the cover 27 is
shown in FIG. 23 and FIG. 24). The shutter 28 closes the
discharge port 33 of the case main body 21.
[0097] From this state, when a worker, such as a user
and a serviceman, presses the manipulated part 174 of
the manipulation member 172 to the rear side, thema-
nipulationmember 172 is rotated from the first manipu-
lating position (refer to FIG. 23) to the second manipu-
lating position (refer to FIG. 24). Consequently, the press-
ing of the holder 64 to the first holding position by the
manipulation member 172 is released, and the holder 64
rotates with respect to the case main body 21 from the
first holding position to the second holding position by
the biasing force of the coil spring 65. Consequently, ac-
cording to the same process as the first embodiment, the
holder 64 moves to the right side (the outside in the left-
and-right direction), and the transmitter 25 held by the
holder 64 moves from the first position to the second
position. As a result, the transmitting coupling 61 of the
transmitter 25 protrudes to the right side (the outside in
the left-and-right direction) further than the through hole
79 of the cover 27. Thereby, the transmitting coupling 61
is enabled to be coupled to the driving coupling 104.
[0098] When the manipulation member 172 is rotated
from the first manipulating position (refer to FIG. 23) to
the second manipulating position (refer to FIG. 24) as
described above, the rotation of the manipulation mem-
ber 172 is transmitted to the shutter 28, and the shutter
28 rotates. Thereby, the shutter 28 opens the discharge
port 33 of the case main body 21.
[0099] From this state, when the worker presses the
manipulated part 174 of the manipulation member 172
to the front side, the manipulation member 172 is rotated
from the second manipulating position (refer to FIG. 24)
to the first manipulating position (refer to FIG. 23). Con-
sequently, the pressing part 175 of the manipulation
member 172 presses the boss part 69 of the holder 64,
and the holder 64 rotates with respect to the case main
body 21 from the second holding position to the first hold-
ing position against the biasing force of the coil spring
65. Consequently, according to the same process as the
first embodiment, the holder 64 moves to the left side
(the inside in the left-and-right direction), and the trans-
mitter 25 held by the holder 64 moves from the second
position to the first position. As a result, the transmitting
coupling 61 of the transmitter 25 is retracted to the inside
of the through hole 79 of the cover 27. Thereby, the cou-
pling of the transmitting coupling 61 to the driving cou-

pling 104 is inhibited.
[0100] When the manipulation member 172 is rotated
from the second manipulating position (refer to FIG. 24)
to the first manipulating position (refer to FIG. 23) as de-
scribed above, the rotation of the manipulation member
172 is transmitted to the shutter 28, and the shutter 28
rotates. As a result, the shutter 28 closes the discharge
port 33 of the case main body 21.
[0101] In the present embodiment, as the manipulation
member 172 is rotated between the first manipulating
position and the second manipulating position, the holder
64 rotates between the first holding position and the sec-
ond holding position. By applying such a configuration,
it becomes possible to move the transmitter 25 along the
left-and-right direction by a simple operation.
[0102] In the present embodiment, the manipulation
member 172 rotates between the first manipulating po-
sition and the second manipulating position. On the other
hand, in another embodiment, the manipulation member
172 may move linearly between the first manipulating
position and the second manipulating position.

<A fourth embodiment>

[0103] Hereinafter, a fourth embodiment of the present
disclosure will be described with reference to FIG. 25 and
FIG. 26.
[0104] In the toner container 181 (an example of a toner
case) according to the fourth embodiment, the compo-
nents other than the moving mechanism 182 and the
shutter 183 have the approximate same configurations
as the toner container 15 according to the first embodi-
ment, and their detail explanations are omitted.
[0105] The moving mechanism 182 of the toner con-
tainer 181 includes the holder 186 and the coil spring 187
(an example of a pressing member).
[0106] The holder 186 of the moving mechanism 182
is movable along the left-and-right direction (the rotation
axis directions of the agitator 22 and the conveyer 23)
with respect to the case main body 21 between the first
holding position (refer to FIG. 25) where the holder 186
holds the transmitter 25 in the first position and the sec-
ond holding position (refer to FIG. 26) where the holder
186 holds the transmitter 25 in the second position.
[0107] The holder 186 includes a base part 189 formed
in a cylindrical shape with the first rotation axis X as an
axis center, an arm part 190 extending linearly from an
outer circumferential face of the base part 189 to an out-
side in a radial direction (a direction separated from the
first rotation axis X), and a first rack piece 191 extending
linearly from an end portion at the outside in the radial
direction of the arm part 190 to the left side (the inside in
the left-and-right direction). The base part 189 rotatably
holds the transmitter 25. On a lower face of the first rack
piece 191, a first rack gear 192 is provided. The first rack
gear 192 is meshed with a pinion gear 193 from an upper
side.
[0108] The coil spring 187 of the moving mechanism
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182 is interposed between the supporter 24 and the trans-
mitter 25. The coil spring 187 presses the transmitter 25
to the right side (the outside in the left-and-right direction),
and the transmitter 25 is pressed against the holder 186
by the coil spring 187.
[0109] The shutter 183 of the toner container 181 in-
cludes a shutter main body 194 and a second rack piece
195 extending from a right end portion of the shutter main
body 194 to the right side (the outside in the left-and-right
direction). The shutter main body 194 is arranged along
a lower face (an outer face) of the storage 31 of the case
main body 21. On an upper face of the second rack piece
195, a second rack gear 196 is provided. The second
rack gear 196 is meshed with the pinion gear 193 from
a lower side.
[0110] In the toner container 181 having the above de-
scribed configuration, in a state where the holder 186 is
arranged in the first holding position (refer to FIG. 25),
the transmitter 25 is held in the first position by the holder
186, and the transmitting coupling 61 of the transmitter
25 is retracted to the inside of the through hole 79 of the
cover 27 (not shown in FIG. 25 and FIG. 26). The shutter
main body 194 of the shutter 183 closes the discharge
port 33 of the case main body 21.
[0111] From this state, when the shutter 183 is moved
to the left side (one side in the left-and-right direction),
the shutter main body 194 of the shutter 183 opens the
discharge port 33 of the case main body 21. Consequent-
ly, the holder 186 connected to the shutter 183 via the
pinion gear 193 moves to the right side (the other side in
the left-and-right direction) with respect to the case main
body 21 from the first holding position (refer to FIG. 25)
to the second holding position (refer to FIG. 26). Conse-
quently, the transmitter 25 held by the holder 186 moves
from the first position to the second position, and the
transmitting coupling 61 of the transmitter 25 protrudes
to the right side (the outside in the left-and-right direction)
further than the through hole 79 of the cover 27. Thereby,
the transmitting coupling 61 is enabled to be coupled to
the driving coupling 104.
[0112] From this state, when the shutter 183 is moved
to the right side (the other side in the left-and-right direc-
tion), the shutter main body 194 of the shutter 183 closes
the discharge port 33 of the case main body 21. Conse-
quently, the holder 186 connected to the shutter 183 via
the pinion gear 193 moves to the left side (the one side
in the left-and-right direction) with respect to the case
main body 21 from the second holding position (refer to
FIG. 26) to the first holding position (refer to FIG. 25).
Consequently, the transmitter 25 held by the holder 186
moves from the second position to the first position, and
the transmitting coupling 61 of the transmitter 25 is re-
tracted to the inside of the through hole 79 of the cover
27. Thereby, the coupling of the transmitting coupling 61
to the driving coupling 104 is released.
[0113] In the present embodiment, the holder 186 of
the moving mechanism 182 moves along the left-and-
right direction from the first holding position (refer to FIG.

25) where the holder 186 holds the transmitter 25 in the
first position and the second holding position (refer to
FIG. 26) where the holder 186 holds the transmitter 25
in the second position. By applying such a configuration,
it becomes possible to move the transmitter 25 along the
left-and-right direction by a simple structure.

Claims

1. A toner case (15, 151, 171, 181) comprising:

a case main body (21) storing a toner;
a rotator (22, 23) stored in the case main body
(21) and rotating around a rotation axis (X, Y);
a transmitter (25) arranged outside the case
main body (21) and transmitting rotation to the
rotator (22, 23) ; and
a moving mechanism (26, 153, 182) which
moves the transmitter (25) between a first posi-
tion and a second position which is arranged at
an outside of the first position in a rotation axis
direction of the rotator (22, 23),
wherein the moving mechanism (26, 153, 182)
includes a holder (64, 186) holding the transmit-
ter (25),
as the holder (64, 186) moves with respect to
the case main body (21), the transmitter (25)
moves between the first position and the second
position.

2. The toner case (15, 151, 171) according to claim 1,
wherein the holder (64) rotates between a first hold-
ing position where the holder (64) holds the trans-
mitter (25) in the first position and a second holding
position where the holder (64) holds the transmitter
(25) in the second position.

3. The toner case (151) according to claim 2,
wherein the moving mechanism (153) further in-
cludes:

a biasing member (65) biasing the holder (64)
to the second holding position; and
a locking mechanism (154) holding the holder
(64) in the first holding position against biasing
force of the biasing member (65).

4. The toner case (151) according to claim 3, further
comprising a cover (27) covering an outside of the
case main body (21) in the rotation axis direction,
wherein the locking mechanism (154) includes:

a first projection (155) provided on one of the
holder (64) and the cover (27); and
a second projection (156) provided on another
of the holder (64) and the cover (27), and en-
gaging with the first projection (155).
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5. The toner case (171) according to claim 2, further
comprising a manipulation member (172) arranged
outside the case main body (21) and movable be-
tween a first manipulating position and a second ma-
nipulating position,
wherein as the manipulation member (172) moves
between the first manipulating position and the sec-
ond manipulating position, the holder (64) rotates
between the first holding position and the second
holding position.

6. The toner case (15, 151, 171) according to any one
of claims 2, 3 and 5 further comprising a cover (27)
covering an outside of the case main body (21) in
the rotation axis direction,
wherein the cover (27) includes:

a main wall (75) having a through hole (79); and
a guide wall (76) protruding from the main wall
(75) at an outer circumference of the through
hole (79) toward an inside in the rotation axis
direction,
wherein a part of the holder (64) is inserted in
the guide wall (76).

7. The toner case (15, 151, 171) according to claim 6,
wherein a guide part (82) is formed on an edge of
the guidewall (76) at an inside in the rotation axis
direction,
at least a part of the guide part (82) is inclined to an
outside in the rotation axis direction from an up-
stream side to a downstream side in a rotating direc-
tion of the holder (64) from the first holding position
to the second holding position, and
the holder (64) includes a guided part (71) which
comes into contact with the part of the guide part (82).

8. The toner case (151) according to claim 3 or 4, further
comprising a supporter (24) connected to the rotator
(22, 23),
wherein the transmitter (25) is supported by the sup-
porter (24) in a state where the transmitter (25) is
movable in the rotation axis direction and is not ro-
tatable with respect to the supporter (24), and
the biasing member (65) is interposed between the
supporter (24) and the transmitter (25).

9. The toner case (181) according to claim 1,
wherein the holder (186) moves along the rotation
axis direction between a first holding position where
the holder (186) holds the transmitter (186) in the
first position and a second holding position where
the holder (64) holds the transmitter (25) in the sec-
ond position.

10. An image forming apparatus (1) comprising:

the toner case (15, 151, 171, 181) according to

any one of claims 1-9; and
an attachment part (16, 152) to which the toner
case (15, 151, 171, 181) is detachably attached.

11. A toner case (15, 151) detachably attached to an
attachment part (16, 152) of an image forming ap-
paratus (1), the toner case (15, 151) comprising:

a case main body (21) storing a toner;
a rotator (22, 23) stored in the case main body
(21) and rotating around a rotation axis (X, Y);
a transmitter (25) arranged outside the case
main body (21) and transmitting rotation to the
rotator (22, 23) ; and
a moving mechanism (26, 153) which moves the
transmitter (25) between a first position and a
second position which is arranged at an outside
of the first position in a rotation axis direction of
the rotator (22, 23),
wherein the moving mechanism (26, 153) in-
cludesaholder (64) holding the transmitter (25),
the attachment part (16, 152) includes a restric-
tion part (116, 161) which comes into contact
with the holder (64) to restrict rotation of the hold-
er (64), and
as the case main body (21) rotates with respect
to the holder (64) in a state where the restriction
part (116, 161) comes into contact with the hold-
er (64),thetransmitter (25) moves from the first
position to the second position.

12. An image forming apparatus (1) comprising:

a toner case (15, 151); and
an attachment part (16, 152) to which the toner
case (15, 151) is detachably attached,
wherein the toner case (15, 151) includes:

a case main body (21) storing a toner;
a rotator (22, 23) stored in the case main
body (21) and rotating around a rotation axis
(X, Y) ;
a transmitter (25) arranged outside the case
main body (21) and transmitting rotation to
the rotator (22, 23) ; and
a moving mechanism (26, 153) which
moves the transmitter (25) between a first
position and a second position which is ar-
ranged at an outside of the first position in
a rotation axis direction of the rotator (22,
23),

wherein the moving mechanism (26, 153) in-
cludesaholder (64) holding the transmitter (25),
the attachment part (16, 152) includes a restric-
tion part (116, 161) which comes into contact
with the holder (64) to restrict rotation of the hold-
er (64), and
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as the case main body (21) rotates with respect
to the holder (64) in a state where the restriction
part (116, 161) comes into contact with the hold-
er (64),thetransmitter (25) moves from the first
position to the second position.

13. The image forming apparatus (1) according to claim
12,
wherein the transmitter (25) includes a transmitting
coupling (61),
the attachment part (16, 152) includes a driving cou-
pling (104) which rotates by rotation driving force of
a driving source (119), and
as the case main body (21) rotates with respect to
the holder (64) in the state where the restriction part
(116, 161) comes into contact with the holder (64),
the transmitter (25) moves from the first position to
the second position and the transmitting coupling
(61) is coupled to the driving coupling (104).

14. The image forming apparatus (1) according to claim
12 or 13,
wherein the holder (64) moves between a first hold-
ing position where the holder (64) holds the trans-
mitter (25) in the first position and a second holding
position where the holder (64) holds the transmitter
(25) in the second position,
the moving mechanism (26) further includes a bias-
ing member (65) whichbiasesthe holder (64) to the
second holding position,
as the toner case (15) is attached to the attachment
part (16), the restriction part (116) comes into contact
with the holder (64) and the holder (64) moves from
the second holding position to the first holding posi-
tion against biasing force of the biasing member (65),
and
as the case main body (21) rotates with respect to
the holder (64) in a state where the toner case (15)
is attached to the attachment part (16), the holder
(64) moves from the first holding position to the sec-
ond holding position by the biasing force of the bias-
ing member (65).

15. The image forming apparatus (1) according to claim
12 or 13,
wherein the holder (64) moves between a first hold-
ing position where the holder (64) holds the trans-
mitter (25) in the first position and a second holding
position where the holder (64) holds the transmitter
(25) in the second position,
the moving mechanism (153) further includes:

a biasing member (65) biasing the holder (64)
to the second holding position; and
a locking mechanism (154) holding the holder
(64) to the first holding position against biasing
force of the biasing member (65), and
as the case main body (21) rotates with respect

to the holder (64) in a state where the toner case
(151) is attached to the attachment part (152),
a pressing face (163) provided on the attach-
ment part (152) presses the holder (64), holding
of the holder (64) in the first holding position by
the locking mechanism (154) is released, and
the holder (64) moves from the first holding po-
sition to the second holding position by the bi-
asing force of the biasing member (65) .
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